Problem-based learning (PBL) is valued in undergraduate health science curricula as a means of developing critical thinking, problem-solving skills, teamwork skills and the ability to deal with complexity\(^1\) – all attributes considered important for public health practice. The distinguishing features of PBL include active self-directed learning where small tutor-facilitated groups encounter a problem and then seek solutions, with no advanced readings or lectures.\(^2\) The method involves learners exploring their pre-existing knowledge and seeking additional information to advance their understanding.\(^2\) Active participation leads to more satisfying learning\(^3\) and greater knowledge and clinical reasoning skills.\(^4\) PBL has focused mainly on clinical situations; however, population problems can effectively be used when they use ‘progressive disclosure’, reflect ‘real-life situations’, and have a broad title that directs thinking to population issues.\(^5\) While the inclusion of PBL in undergraduate public health education appears sound,\(^6\) its suitability has largely been ignored in professional training.\(^7\)

During November 2005, nine trainees, seven in their final year of the NSW Public Health Officer Training Program (the Program), who had completed a 6-month rural rotation, and two from linked programs, participated in a week-long rural training retreat that incorporated PBL. The retreat was held in Broken Hill, a small city in arid Australia located 1200 km west of Sydney (where the Program is based). The retreat included active learning about the communities located along the rail corridor that trainees travelled through during a 12-hour train trip from Sydney to Broken Hill; a 4-day PBL on water quality (a major public health issue in Broken Hill); site visits; and meetings with public health professionals. The PBL involved three facilitated sessions over 4 days. The first session focused on the scenario, problem identification, information gathering and problem reformulation; the second session considered options for solving the problem; and the third session addressed emerging issues and discussion points.

The development of a public health PBL scenario for the Program was the initiative of the NSW Department of Health and arose from an interest in exploring new ways in which to deliver service-based training. The Broken Hill University Department of Rural Health was contracted to develop the PBL scenario, and this was accomplished in consultation with key stakeholders, including staff from the Program.

The study explored the benefits that exist for trainee public health officers who undertake rural training within a retreat that incorporates a public health PBL exercise and how well this fits with the delivery of a competency-based postgraduate training program. The impact and desirability of new ways of delivering public health training through active on-site learning about rural public health issues and communities involving PBL and site visits (including the train journey) were examined.

**Abstract:** Objectives: This study explored the suitability and benefits of problem-based learning (PBL) in competency-based postgraduate public health training. The PBL was delivered within a rural retreat and included site visits. Methods: Qualitative semistructured interviews with trainee public health officers and key informants. Results: The learning approach (retreat–PBL combination with site visits) was valuable and relevant. Trainees reported a high learning impact with increased knowledge about the problems examined and rural public health practice. They also expressed an openness to work rurally. Conclusion: Collaboratively developed and delivered, experiential rural public health PBL provides a positive learning experience for trainees undertaking competency-based training in public health and could play an important workforce role. PBL appears to be suitable in rural and non-rural public health training settings.
Methods
Data collection for the evaluation of the training package was by qualitative means. Semistructured in-depth interviews averaging 30 minutes in duration were undertaken with 19 respondents (all nine trainees and 10 key informants). Key informants were staff involved in the retreat planning or PBL delivery from the Program, Greater Western Area Health Service Population Health Unit and two university departments of rural health. They were invited to participate in the evaluation by two of the authors (GH or JF). Two potential key informants were not available at the time of interview. Interviewing commenced the week after the training finished and took about 3 weeks. All respondents gave informed consent. Interviews were tape-recorded, with notes typed into a word-processor file. Data were separately coded (by GH and JF) with cross-coder verification. There was high agreement between coders. A few minor differences in interpretation were discussed and agreement was reached about a thematic framework.

The evaluation explored the: (a) value of a PBL approach within a training retreat; (b) learning impact; and (c) factors to explain the effectiveness of this means of delivery. The results section presents the findings for the first two points while the value of retreat-style training that incorporates PBL is explored in the discussion section.

Results
Trainees (three male and six female) liked the practical focus of the retreat and the PBL, and also the hospitality they received in Broken Hill. The key informants involved in the development of the PBL and its delivery wanted to know if it would work, and were pleased with the trainees’ engagement with the exercise. The local public health unit staff were satisfied with their involvement, as the exercise allowed them to reflect on their work and to see the problem examined in a broader context (Box 1, quotes 1–2).

The learning approach
While experiential learning was the most valuable aspect of the retreat, there were a few minor problems such as the 3-hour delay in the departure of the train from Sydney. While the delay added frustration to a long trip, the journey was designed as a learning opportunity, introducing trainees to rural issues including the realities of traveling to remote locations (Box 2, quote 3).

There was unanimous support for the use of a PBL exercise and learning in situ. The benefit of studying remote public health issues through a PBL exercise in a rural location was recognised as having an ‘impact bigger than being in [the city]’. Trainees were happy with the pace of learning and length of the training and valued having access to experts, local professionals, site visits and written resources. More than half of the trainees commented on the resources and how the PBL was supported by ‘easy access to information’ and ‘experts’, which allowed ‘clarity and guidance’. A few thought that it would have been better if they had to undertake more of a ‘mental hunt down’ for appropriate resources; however, others noted that easy access to resources was beneficial given that only 4 days were available for the PBL.

Trainees enjoyed the engaging nature of the PBL. The retreat–PBL combination created a ‘variety of learning experiences’ and trainees appreciated how the PBL topic had ‘complexity that unfolded gradually’. According to the trainees, this made the training realistic, relevant, practical and ‘learner centred’ (Table 2, quotes 4–6). There was some criticism, however, when a site visit was not linked well to the PBL and did not capitalise on an expected learning opportunity. This experience illustrated the effort required to maximise the learning potential from site visits.

The focus on one public health issue in one location did limit trainees’ exposure to a broad range of rural and remote public health issues and about half of the trainees expressed the desire to have explored additional environ-

Box 1. Satisfaction (quotes 1–2)

1. In hindsight it feels that it worked better than a lot of other training that is theoretical and removed from the real world. There should be more of it. (Trainee 6)

2. I think it is a good opportunity for people to sit back and look at what they do … and take some method to pull it all together … There is a tendency to be a bit on our own out here and so it is good to bring them [public health unit staff] into a bigger network and have them exposed to a group of [public health officer trainees] and to think about different ways to approach problems. (Key Informant 3)

Box 2. Experiential learning (quotes 3–6)

3. [It was] important that at least one trip was made by train to impart … the concept of distance … and what isolation might mean. [The three hour] train malfunction may have been negative for a few Trainees, but this was very realistic, as people travelling to remote locations do not have many travel choices and if the train is late and there is no plane to quickly jump on … you have no choice under such circumstances. (Key Informant 18)

4. It would be hard to imagine what a town would be like. (Trainee 1)

5. Site visits helped to increase understanding because I could see things, which helps to put these things into a practice context. It was good to see … the lake system and what we are talking about to put that back into our discussion in our small groups. This was about a public health problem. It was and kept unfolding and changing and continued to evolve as we got into it. (Trainee 2)

6. The training was not too pressured so you could immerse yourself in the environment and absorb things rather than just the textbook experiences. (Trainee 4)
Box 3. Learning impact (quotes 7–14)

7. The PBL approach is as close to real as you can get. The students had to work as a team and get resources and to then think about the consequences of their decisions. (Key Informant 6)

8. [in] most of the training … we bring in experts … around single competency areas. That doesn’t really reflect what these guys do on the job, most of the time they are usually working around several competency areas at any one time. (Key Informant 12)

9. You have to go through the analytic process that would be encountered in real practice. (Trainee 4)

10. The unique aspect was the extent to which those in the local community support each other. I expected that I would find people working in stand-alone situations and relying on accessing public health specialist expertise in Sydney. I expected I would find more of them working in professional isolation. (Trainee 2)

11. I have an increased understanding of the nuances, that is, that the negative aspects, such as isolation, also have positive aspects, such as leading to closer working relationships. (Trainee 4)

12. I’m open to Broken Hill but can’t generalise. It doesn’t mean I’m open to all rural. A rotating position (secondment) as part of a program would be good … The type of work will influence. A six to twelve-month’s secondment would be good. (Trainee 1)

13. While my views have not changed regarding the issues of distance and isolation, I did see the support structures that are available in Broken Hill, particularly how there are close partnerships between professionals that collectively increase their resources … [and] technology such as videoconference that reduces isolation. (Trainee 2)

14. When in a new environment I will get out and drive around and take photos, not just sit and look at the map. Get out and see for myself. It has always worried me how [some practitioners] never visit to see how things work. The PBL reinforced that we can all be a bit lazy. Actually meeting people really reinforced that need. (Trainee 5)
Training Program, public health academics and public health practitioners at the planning and delivery stages. In this case, the lead academic involved with the development and delivery had a public health background, was familiar with the Program and had good relationships in Broken Hill. The PBL designers knew what a public health PBL should contain and how it should unfold. The PBL kept the interest of the trainees as it covered the technical, human and political aspects of the problem. Collaboration made the PBL real, with a variety of expertise contributing to the learning, the problem and the context. Despite the constructive planning process based on transparency and trust and the associated positive learning environment, additional stakeholder involvement by site managers at the planning stage would have assisted with managing expectations and role clarity during site visits.

While positive learning experiences have been associated with PBL,11–13 the satisfaction with the PBL and the rural retreat may be linked to the variety of learning modalities involved, including experiential learning – described elsewhere as ‘significant’ learning – as opposed to cognitive ‘meaningless’ learning.14 Such a mix would cater to the heterogeneity that exists in all groups, recognising that participants would not share the same learning style preference.15

Satisfaction with the PBL appears to be derived in part from the study of a problem that requires active participation as opposed to problem simulation.4 The effectiveness of the PBL could also be due to the trainees being adult learners within a pre-existing well-formed group, which enabled them to quickly and productively focus on the topic. Because of the resources invested and the commitment by the trainees to be away from home, trainees may need to be ‘made ready’ for both the PBL and the retreat in order to maximise the learning opportunity. Not all groups may be as highly motivated or functional, so implementation issues, such as the level of problem structure and tutor directiveness,11 would need to be considered. Alternatively, the PBL might only be used where self-direction is assured. The model described, however, may work for other appropriately prepared public or primary health care staff involved in professional development.

Conclusion

Incorporating a public health PBL topic in a 1-week rural training retreat provides a positive learning experience for trainees undertaking postgraduate public health competency-based training. The value of a PBL within a rural retreat is linked to experiential learning where knowledge, insight and understanding are built with the potential to change individual practice and openness to work rurally. Rural educational retreats could play an important workforce role and should be considered for use with the range of health disciplines involved in such training.

A 1-week retreat with a single public health problem combined with good hospitality appears to be the right mix. Targeting motivated trainees at a level where they will be able to optimise the experience should be considered.

Preparatory work requires the design of a complex public health problem with appropriate site visits considered. Stakeholder involvement in planning will ensure roles are clear and expectations are managed. This style of learning should include orientation to the location and to the local public health unit staff so that trainees understand the organisational structures and resources available to practitioners. When evaluating the effectiveness of future public health training retreats, elements beyond learning domains should be considered, including the contextual elements of place and people. The question remains open as to whether this approach has a role in the broader implementation of the Program in both rural and non-rural settings.

To fully appreciate why this PBL was effective, comparative data from other rural training retreats involving PBL delivered for the Program is required. Such comparisons would identify the optimal range of sites and the suitability of public health problems.
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Abstract:

We explored how six forms of communication technology (teleconferencing, web bulletin boards, web conferencing, videoconferencing, media streaming and satellite television) are currently being used in public health work in NSW. Twelve public health professionals working in the NSW health service were interviewed. Teleconferencing and videoconferencing were the most commonly used forms of communication technology. Factors that facilitated use included ease of access to facilities and assistance in organising and setting up the technique. Barriers to use included cost and the perception that the equipment was hard to set up and operate. Participants identified factors that assisted them to engage with these techniques.

Introduction

Communication technology plays an important role in health services in NSW, not only for the delivery of clinical services but also as a means of delivering training, holding meetings and sustaining networks. One reason for this is the large geographical size of NSW; it is divided into eight area health services, the largest of which covers 444586 km².¹ Communication technology provides a means of linking health professionals across areas, and is particularly useful for those working in rural and remote communities. Even where distances are not large, these techniques also allow a more efficient use of time by reducing the need for travel.

Teleconferencing is frequently used for different types of meetings because it is readily available and easy to use. These features led Wildsoet et al.² to pilot a continuing education program via teleconferencing to optometrists in rural Queensland. There are, however, limitations to teleconferencing. A randomised controlled trial compared teleconferencing with videoconferencing for the delivery of multidisciplinary case conferences.³ The trial found that there were more benefits with videoconferencing, and a small survey conducted with trial participants highlighted that having a visual component generated a high level of satisfaction in team members.

Videoconferencing is widely used in medicine for delivering clinical services such as mental health.⁴ In these clini-